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During a long hot summer HEAT in the fictional town of Algoma, a place where everyone knows everything about everyone, there is
nonetheless a mysterious death which Father John Wintermann helps solve and brings spiritual healing to those affected by it.
The following Christmas, in Chicago for a funeral SOLSTICE, the priest explains yet another death and helps those close to the deceased find
peace.
The next spring CONSPIRACY, drug related crimes and deaths threaten the peacefulness of Algoma. Father John helps to end the turmoil
and is instrumental in the conversion of the perpetrator.
By mid-summer, Father John in search of his own peace of mind after the events a few months earlier goes to an Abbey in Washington state,
where he encounters yet another mystery ... and grace, as well, in MONKSBANE.
The relationship between a priest and his bishop over three decades CONNECTIONS highlights the importance of human ties, especially in
the lives of priests.
In this second non-mystery RECOLLECTIONS, a retired priest dictates his memoirs to a younger man. Over time, the story becomes almost
a documentary. It’s topical, realistically current and a compelling page-turner, especially for those interested in contemporary church issues.
In this fifth mystery CROSSWORDS, Algoma’s Father John begins to receive notes in the form of crossword puzzle clues -- in time he realizes
they spell out a threat on his life.
The first children’s book, COLORS, is a delightful romp through the world of colors for the child in all of us.
The newest book, HI, GOD, contains prayers for the child in all of us.
To order copies of any of Jack Frerker’s books please fill out the order and shipping form and enclose it with your check in an
envelope addressed to:

PRINTED

RESoft
3539 81st Ave. SW
Olympia WA 98512

HEAT *

n/a

SOLSTICE *

n/a

CONSPIRACY *

n/a

MONKSBANE *
CONNECTIONS *

n/a

Inquiries may be sent to
the above address or to:

RECOLLECTIONS

RESoft@comcast.net

CROSSWORDS

Please fill in the order
form with the number of
books in each category.
ie.: Printed, eBook, PDF,
& Audio
If you order eBook(s)
make sure that you tell
us what eBook reader
you own.

eBOOK

"PDF"

n/a

COLORS

n/a

n/a

n/a

HI, GOD

n/a

n/a

n/a

Total # of Books
cost per book

x $25.00

x $10.00

x $10.00

free

free

free

total book cost
shipping cost / book

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL =
Circle eBOOK format: Amazon Kindle, Apple iPad, or
write in your eBook reader name.

Make checks payable to: RESoft
Payment of ________ is enclosed
Phone: _____________ E-mail:
Shipping Information:
Name:
Address:
City:
State: ___________________________________ Zip:

* HEAT, SOLSTICE, CONSPIRACY,
MONKSBANE and CONNECTIONS
are out of print, eBook & “PDF” formats
only.
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